ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
JULIEN SAS is concerned about future generations and in a logic of continuous
improvement, JULIEN SAS has a voluntarist environmental policy. We commit ourselves
to respect the regulations in force and legal requirements and other requirements
applicable to environmental aspects, as far as activities, products or services are
concerned ;
We have put in place different areas of intervention in order to control
and reduce the impact of our activities on the environment. This is why JULIEN SAS, is
committed to :
Limit consumables while reducing the volume of printing (black and white, doublesided ...), collecting and recycling consumables (paper, toners, cartridges), choosing
dematerialized documents for paper printing, using unused printed paper as drafts or
notepad, visual logo inviting not to print at the bottom of each email.
Reducing travel and promoting public transportation: When necessary, the
company's employees' trips are rationalized in the direction of public transportation. We
are committed to promoting carpooling and public transit travel.
Using our IS to support sustainable development: Commitment to the implementation
and evolution of video and web conferencing infrastructure to reduce travel to meetings.
Reducing energy expenditure: Equipping premises with low-energy light bulbs with
presence detectors, renewing less energy-intensive handling equipment, investing in
intelligent buildings (automatic lighting, regulated heating, optimization of natural
lighting, etc.).

Reducing CO2 emissions: Reducing travel through better organization, developing the
transition to a fleet of low-emission vehicles, training staff in eco-driving.
Manage and recycle: Sort operating waste (paper, cardboard, plastic, glass, printer
cartridges) as well as our industrial waste in specific bins.
Reduce the use of chemicals: even the total elimination of hazardous substances by
thinking about other production methods.
Reduce our water consumption: We are careful to reduce our water consumption for
our production and we are working on a waterless machining project.
Ensuring responsible purchasing: through the implementation of a responsible
purchasing policy, while keeping abreast of our strategic suppliers and the composition
of the products chosen.
Taking environmental factors into account in the production process and in the daily
actions of employees seems essential to the Group. The planned environmental strategy
should make it possible to sustain the company's activities in the face of the scarcity of
resources and rising energy prices. It should also reduce the impact of its activities on the
environment and thus be part of a collective responsibility approach.
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